Neutral current and electroweak processes at high energies are
well known to have large spin-dependent components.
Proven techniques for producing polarized beams at storage rings.-and linear accelerators are now available. It is argued that use of polar--+ ized electrons in e e annihilation at the Z" pole and above will
provide the most precise tests of, and best experimental challenge to, the standard SU(2) x U(1) gauge theory model of electroweak interactions. In Fig. 4(c) (Fig. 6) . The rate of pro- 
where P e is the beam polarization (for eR, Pe = +l; for eL, Pe = -1).
Using gR = ugv + g,> and gL = ugv -g,> the% a(e+e-+ Z") -g e2 e2 V +gA + 2Pe<gi .
The Z" is expected to have a finite width, and a resonance shape.
A complete form for the cross section is given byl* o(e+e-+ Z O -k f) = q2 + ge2 + 2P e e egVgA Single photon exchange terms also contribute to e+e-+ f.
For completeness these terms must also be included, although at the Z" pole the single photon contribution is expected to be small, almost negligible.
In Fig. 7 , single photon exchange is included, 
Assuming sin2ew = .23 and using the couplings of the standard model, the values of A ch are ~.16 for P = +1 e , and .026 for P = 0. These e values are for O" p-pair production.
To calculate more realistic cases one must include single photon exchange terms and average over cos8. Figure 9 shows the resulting charge asymmetry for upairs, averaged over the forward hemisphere. The curves in Fig. 9 apply equally well to -r+-c-final states, but not to e+e-final states where additional diagrams contribute to the scattqring amplitude.
The polarization of the Z" is strongly enhanced by production with polarized beams, as shows in Fig. 8 . The charge asymmetry to polarized electrons, a hypothetical 1,000 hour experiment at a luminosity of 10 30 -1 -2 set cm is shown in Fig. 9 . One can measure charge asymmetries with unpolarized electrons at energies away from the Z" pole. Weak-electromagnetic interference leads to large asymmetries, but in regions where the cross section is small. If the 1,000 hour experiment is divided into ten 100 hour segments at ten different energies, the data and associated statistical errors that result are shown in Fig. 9 . As a figure of merit on the sensitivity to charge asymmetries, the error on sin28 is calculated. For example, Fig. 10 (a) shows results for Z" + uu and Fig. 10 (b) for Z" -+ dd. The quarks will materialize as hadronic jets, and
For example, Fig. 10 (a) shows results for Z" + uu and Fig. 10 (b) for Z" -+ dd. The quarks will materialize as hadronic jets, and Fig. 15 (a) , and the production of W+' s through the process shown in Fig. 15 (b 
